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here comeS
The Summer
By Julie Gabb ‘12

 As summer break ap-
proaches, you probably find your-
self wondering what you could do 
without a lot of cash in your pock-
et. Cleveland, surprisingly enough, 
has a lot to offer for a few bucks 
or no money at all! Here are some 
suggestions to enjoy your summer 
without having to resort to penny-
pinching.

1. Edgewater Park
Cleveland’s best lakefront park 
has a picturesque view of Lake 
Erie. Edgewater is an ideal place 
for having a picnic engaging in all 
sorts of outdoor recreation. The 
winds from the lake even provide 
a suitable area for kite flying -- on 
Sundays, you can usually  find kite 
enthusiasts and clubs taking advan-
tage of the weather. 
http://www.clevelandlakefront.org/

2. Bela Dubby
Located near Lakewood’s city lim-
its, Bela Dubby is more than just 
a coffee shop. The café has not 
only hot beverages and typical cof-
feehouse fare, but it also assumes 
the role of an art gallery and a live 
music venue. National and local 
touring acts take the stage nightly 
around 9 p.m.; admission is always 
free. On certain evenings, improv 
and open mic comedy is performed 
in the style of “Whose Line is it 
Anyways?”  13321 Madison Av-
enue, Cleveland, OH 
http://www.beladubby.com

3. Cleveland Art Walks
Cleveland’s eccentric neighbor-
hoods feature art walks monthly. 
Some notorious art walks include 

 Continued on page 7...

Senior Survey reSulTS
By Sean Dolansky ‘11
	 Seniors!		As	your	final	schoolyear	comes	to	a	close,	many	of	you	
participated	in	the	Spectator	Senior	Survey.	 	With	this	information,	we	
at	 the	 Spectator	 have	 been	 able	 to	 compile	 some	 interesting	 data	 and	
analysis	for	your	enjoyment.		Such	data	as	what	school	you	are	attending,	
what	your	field	of	study	will	be,	and	the	results	of	the	poll	question	are	
included.		Please	turn	to	page	6	for	results.

	One	memory	seniors	will	no	doubt	carry	with	them	for	years	to	come	is	that	of	the	
“Howard-hawk”,	pictured	here,	which	Mr.	Howard	sported	earlier	this	year	in	a	humorous	
yet	wholehearted	demonstration	of	I-Pride.		

Ashes	 to	 Dust	 (Devon	 Marek,	 Greg	 Marke,	 Matt	
Harvan,	 and	 Anthony	 Travilgliante)	 was	 one	 of	 many	
exciting	 performances	 at	 this	 year’s	 I-Pride	 awards.	

Several	 of	 our	 athletes	 had	
impressive	 seasons,	 includ-
ing	 senior	 wrestlers	 Angelo	
Colombo	 and	 Greg	 Dailey. 

Ms.	 Williams	 filled	 in	 for	
Mrs.	 Satola	 and	 coached	 girls’	
basketball	 this	 year.	 (See	
TEACHER	FEATURE,	PAGE	4)

Many	sutdents	cite	meeting	13	Reasons	Why	author	Jay	Asher	
as	one	of	the	highlights	of	their	year.	Pictured	with	him	are	(left		
to	right)	Anthony	Siciliano,	Gina	Santora,	and	Kayla	Matejka.
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 I don’t know about everybody else, but I know my fellow Seniors will agree: it 
seems like the school year flew by, and it’s hard to believe we are nearing the end. 
 So much has happened since the beginning, and there have been a lot of great things 
that took place over the course of the year: the boys Cross Country team won the first state 
championship IHS has seen in over 60 years, popular author Jay Asher and Congressman 
Dennis Kucinich each made speaking appearances, students raised nearly $4500 to build 
a school in Uganda, school spirit increased two-fold, IHS students made over 200 pies to 
donate to the hunger center for thanksgiving, our concert band played at Severence Hall, 
the Lost Boys of Sudan spent a day sharing their story with IHS students...and the list goes 
on. Together, we also faced tragedy and loss this year, from the devastating earthquake 
that destroyed Haiti to the loss of a much-loved teacher, Mr. Kulwicki, and several well-
known members of our Independence community. Through the good times and the bad, 
we have been together, supported each other when it mattered most, and  overall had a 
truly remarkable year. As I prepare to say good-bye to IHS along with the rest of the se-
niors, I hope the legacy the class of 2010 leaves behind is to set the standards high, to keep 
striving forward, and to reach beyond the limits. Here’s to you, underclassmen—what will 
you do with the time you have left at IHS?

       - Megan Kavaras ‘10
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To all members of the 
Independence School District:

Your support and caring during our
 time of loss has been overwhelming 
and greatly appreciated. Thank you.
 
- The Kulwicki Family     
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 Whether you’ve talked with him or not, you 
have most likely seen the hulking 6’3” Sheepdog pa-
trolling the halls. Officer Borowy, the new School 
Resource Officer, has made his message clear—good 
behavior is rewarded, bad behavior is punished. He 
uses a metaphor taken from a David Grossman essay, 
which explains that there are three kinds of people, 
Sheep, Sheepdogs, and Wolves. Sheep make up the 
majority, generally good people who get caught up 
in their daily lives and can sometimes be led astray. 
Wolves try to use and hurt the sheep, while sheepdogs 
are leaders who guard the flock. Officer Borowy en-
courages all students to try to be sheepdogs, those who 
work hard and are aware of the traps of drugs, alcohol, 
and abuses of the Internet. He even rewards those he 
sees acting as “sheepdogs” with Chipotle gift cards—
(he gave each new National Honor Society inductee 
one of these as a thank you).  Although he may seem 
intimidating, Officer Borowy’s goal is not to antago-
nize students, he wants to help correct the problems he 
sees early on, and to help steer young people onto the 
right path. Hoo Rah?
 Junior Rachel Hollingsworth recently sat down 
with Officer Borowy to ask him some questions many 
IHS students have been wondering about. 

Q-When did your career as an officer start?
A-“I was hired in Independence on September 14th, 
1989, but I was a police officer in the Air Force before 
that. The Air Force was a stepping stone for me.”
Q-How did you get the analogy for sheep, sheepdogs, 
and wolves?
A-“It was derived from Lt. Col. David Grossman, a 
motivating speaker who talks about school violence.”
Q-What is the hardest/scariest part about your job?
A-“Human beings are thinking less of each other, the 
world is getting more violent, and there seems to be a 
lack of respect between people.”
Q-Do you think public perception of police officers 
has changed while you have been serving? Is this for 
better or worse? What is planned to improve this?
A-“Well, we have to be the good guy and the bad guy, 
and sometimes we’re stereotyped by the families of 
people who do something wrong. One thing will stay 
the same, when you need the police, we’re always 
there and the police get a good reputation for that. 
When something goes wrong, we’re behind the eight 
ball.”
Q-What would you like to change most in society? 
What difference do you strive to make?
A-“Gaining pride and respect for one another. In the 

 Forty hours. More time elapses in two days, 
and yet many students struggle to donate that amount 
of time over a four-year span. They argue that our 
mandated forty service hours are too imposing or 
strenuous and should not be a graduation requirement. 
While these students may be solely motivated by sheer 
laziness or selfishness, there is some truth in their ac-
cusations. 
 Although the service hour requirement does 
effectively encourage us to experience the joys of 
helping others and compels us to give back to our 
community, it occurs to me that we have established 
an almost counterproductive system by mandating 
service hours. 
 Service hours are supposed to teach us the 
value of selflessly helping others, but instead we have 
tainted that value with rewards and self-gain—by 
earning credit for the hours and receiving awards and 
honors for the time we put in, we make the service 
activities about ourselves as opposed to those we are 
ideally supposed to be helping. Doesn’t that defeat the 
purpose of encouraging selfless service? 
 When the hours are required, we fail to learn 
that we should be motivated not by achieving credit, 
but by a willingness and drive to help others and incite 
change and hope. We compromise the incomparable 
value of helping others by making self-gain the moti-
vation. Service is often used to mark the character of 
an individual, but by requiring service from individu-
als, we loose sight of those who are truly humble and 
charitable, and instead, often honor the most immod-
est and boastful of us. 
 I think it is time that we reevaluate our system. 
While we must continue to recommend community 
service, we would have a much truer sense of those 
who are wholeheartedly giving back to the commu-
nity and those who are merely looking for recognition 
or credit if we stopped requiring service hours and in-
stead allowed students to discover the true meaning 
of and right reasons for community service on their 
own.

World War II generation, everyone had a common 
goal and this is the generation that I look up to the 
most and would like to live in. Society has deviated 
since then.”
Other comments: “Overall, my goal is to bring the pub-
lic closer together and break down barriers in school. 
I want to show I’m like everyone else and I’m here to 
help. I’m also here to keep the peace.”
“Police officers are hunters. We hunt people and prop-
erty, and track bad people down.”
“I am very happy with our students and I can see many 
of our students making a difference when they leave 
here. I’m glad to help.”

SgT. Borowy: 
a new Sheepdog aT ihS
By Megan Kavaras ‘10
Interview by Rachel Hollingsworth ‘11

Self Service
By Nicole Butler ‘11

Opinion
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STudenT life

 You may remember that on March 10th this 
year the halls were devoid of juniors. This was due to 
job shadowing day, a day when all juniors must try out 
a potential career. This year students shadowed every-
where from recording studios to operating rooms, and 
everyone got something out of it. 
 Annie Klindworth, an aspiring engineer, shad-
owed at the Independence Technology Center in the 
Technology Services Department. She got many op-
portunities to explore the field, including seeing the 
boiler system, fixing the mayor’s clock, and working 
side by side with the person she was shadowing. She 
was able to experience real life applications of what 
we learn in classrooms, and says she had a very enjoy-
able experience. 
 Marissa Goebel also got a lot from her shad-
owing experience. She observed a worker in the hu-
man research field at NASA. There, she saw what it 
was like to research safety and health for astronauts. 
She says the coolest thing she saw was the sideways 
treadmills they use to test the harnesses. After her job 
shadowing, she says that she is still very interested in 
research and engineering. 
 Betsy Jaszczak also had her career aspirations 
affirmed when she shadowed an art teacher in Parma. 
She was able to learn new ways to edit photos, and 
gain experience at seeing the classroom from a teach-
er’s perspective. Unfortunately, not every aspect of 
her job shadowing was positive, as she also learned 
that students can be rude and obnoxious. All in all she 
liked it though, and still plans to be an art teacher. 
 Emilie Seitz also had an amazing experi-
ence—she shadowed in the Obstetrics Department at 
Marymount Hospital in Garfield. There she witnessed 
a number of remarkable things, including a natural 
childbirth and a c-section. Startlingly, one of the ba-
bies was born not breathing. Emilie stood by while 
the pediatric nurses and doctors worked together to 
get the baby breathing again, and she said it was an 
astounding experience. Emilie also says that she is 
definitely still interested in her career field and would 
recommend it to anyone who wants an interesting and 
fulfilling job shadowing experience and career. 
 These are just four of the many interesting 
job shadowing stories this year’s juniors have. Many 
were able to have an enjoyable, educational experi-
ence. These opprotunities will help them not only de-
cide what career to choose but also to gain knowledge 
about the workplace and learn invaluable information 
that will lead them to a bright future.

JuniorS’ JoB 
Shadowing advenTureS

By Mary Moeller ‘11

Q.  Where did you earn your teaching degree?
 A.		Mount	Union	College,	an	education	degree	in	in-
tegrated	7-12	grade	social	studies.
Q.  What do you think is most appealing about IHS, or 
its best feature?
 A.	 	 The	 family-like	 atmosphere,	 where	 everyone	
knows	 each	 other,	 and	 the	 community-like	 atmo-
sphere.
Q.  What is your favorite class to teach?
	A.		I	love	them	all!
Q.  What is your personal goal as a teacher, and what 
do you think the purpose of an education is?
A. 	The	reason	I	went	into	teaching	was	to	help	stu-
dents.		I	believe	even	if	you	help	one	student	in	your	
entire	career	than	you	have	been	successful.
	 I	 think	 that	 the	 purpose	 of	 education	 is	 to	 become	
a	well-informed	 citizen	who	 can	 achieve	 his	 or	 her	
goals.
Q.  Is there anything else you would like IHS to know 
about you?
A. 	 Fun	 fact:	 I	 scored	 over	 1,000	 points	 during	my	
four-year	college	basketball	career,	and	I	was	on	the	
top	ten	scoring	list	in	college.

Teacher feaTure:
mS. williamS

By Rachel Hollingsworth ‘11

happeningS in The 
muSic deparTmenT

` The past few months have been filled with 
many exciting events for the IHS Music Department.  
In December, the IHS Vocal and Wind Ensembles 
treated a gracious audience to a medley of December-
themed tunes.  In January, the Wind Ensemble par-
ticipated in a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to play at 
Severance Hall, including the world-premiere of the 
piece written by composer David Schaeffer, commis-
sioned by the Music Boosters for Mr. Gunlicks.  
 In April, the Music Department put on its mu-
sical Into the Woods.  The cast performed admirably 
in their two night performance, with leads such as 
Meredith Martin, Joe Ciulla, Emily Seitz, Anne Man-
ley, Dylan MacDowell, Emily Mroczynski, and Sean 
Dolansky providing a breathtaking experience for all 
in attendance. 
 In upcoming events, the Vocal and Wind En-
sembles will perform at their annual Spring Concert 
on Wednesday, May 12.  Finally, the Marching Band 
will perform one last hurrah in the Memorial Day Pa-
rade on Monday, May 31.

By Sean Dolansky ‘11



 6:45 A.M.: most students are eating break-
fast, getting dressed, or even still sleeping; but not Mr. 
McGuinness’s Advanced Placement United States His-
tory. While other students are still at home, the AP His-
tory class is working hard and learning about the history 
of America. The majority of class time is consumed by 
Mr. McGuinness lecturing while the students take notes, 
but it isn’t boring at all. Marissa Goebel, a student in AP 
History, called the class “fun and interesting,” and said 
that it is worth waking up extra early during the week. 
The course is fast-paced: it started in August with the 
Revolution and was at the beginning of the Civil War by 
Thanksgiving. The entire class is focused on preparing 
the students for the AP test in May, which, if they get a 
certain score, could earn them some college credits. Mr. 
McGuinness said that the majority of his students end up 
getting some college credits after taking the AP exam, 
which means the class is worth taking, although it might 
not be for everyone. According to Mr. McGuinness, stu-
dents looking to take this class must have an interest in 
history, a desire to earn college credits, and a willingness 
to put in hard work. Of course, the class isn’t all work. 
The lectures tend to be interesting and fun, and student 
input is encouraged. But Marissa said that her favorite 
part of the class is being able to have Mr. McGuinness 
again. He feels the same way, saying that he loves getting 
to see the eighth graders again and making great memo-
ries with all his classes. Along with being challenging 
but fun, AP History also offers students an accurate view 
of a college class. According to Mr. McGuinness, in col-
lege, just like in this class, a lot of responsibility falls on 
the students, along with a lot of freedom. Overall, as Ma-
rissa puts it, “the class is challenging, but it is definitely 
fun and worth taking.”

hiSTory in The making
By Mary Moeller ‘11
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SporTS

	 Every	 winter,	 an	 extremely	 talented	 group	 of	
athletes	makes	a	splash	at	IHS,	and	this	past	year	was	no	
exception.	The	IHS	Swim	Team	consisted	of	30	swimmers,	
16	on	the	boys’	team	and	14	on	the	girls’	team.	The	group	
practiced	 every	 day	 after	 school	 from	 3:00	 to	 6:00,	 and	
once	December	rolled	around,	some	kids	swam	in	the	early	
morning	from	6:00–7:30	and	then	after	school	for	the	regu-
lar	3-hour	workout.	
	 The	team	this	season	was	a	bit	smaller	than	the	past	
few	years,	and	took	a	hit	when	many	valuable	swimmers	
decided	not	to	come	back.	Fortunately,	there	were	several	
swimmers	who	have	the	drive	and	talent	to	achieve	great-
ness.	 “We	have	 a	 lot	 of	new	 faces,”	 said	Coach	 Jennifer	
Mackey	at	the	beginning	of	the	season,	“but	the	boys	have	
great	potential	and	since	several	key	female	swimmers	are	
gone,	the	younger	girls	will	gracefully	step	it	up	and	take	
over.”	
	 Swimming	 takes	 hard	 work	 and	 spirit.	 The	 tal-
ented	 sophomores	 Allie	 George	 and	 Kim	 Cashin	 enjoy	
the	“friendly	competition	amongst	the	group”	and	are	“in-
spired	by	 the	drive	of	 their	 teammates.”	 “We	all	 support	
each	other	so	much,”	junior	Emily	Mroczynski	adds,	“Of	
course	there’s	also	tons	of	competition	that	pushes	all	of	us	
to	try	our	hardest.”	
	 This	 competition	 involves	getting	 a	 coveted	 spot	
on	a	four-person	relay	team	or	even	breaking	a	school	re-
cord,	which	many	IHS	swimmers	did	this	year.		
	 Captain	Sarah	Baran	 broke	 own	her	 breaststroke	
record.	Captains	Matt	Rutkowski	and	Cody	George,	along	
with	 teammates	Marcus	 Contipelli	 and	Dillon	 Spear,	 set	
new	records	for	both	the	200	medley	relay	and	200	free-
style	 relay.	George	 and	Rutkowski	 also	 broke	 individual	
records	in	the	200	individual	medley	and	50	freestyle,	re-
spectively.	
	 The	IHS	Swim	Team	is	not	only	united	in	the	wa-
ter,	but	 are	also	close	 friends	outside	 the	pool.	The	 team	
hangs	out	all	the	time	and	frequently	visits	places	like	Ci-
ci’s	before	a	big	meet.	Many	swimmers	enjoy	just	talking	
in	the	lanes	and	chilling	in	the	hot	tub	at	the	end	of	practice.	
“The	best	part	about	swimming	is	the	camaraderie	that	you	
form	with	your	teammates,”	the	accomplished	sophomore	
Katie	Storme	states.	“The	people	make	it	fun.”	Seniors	Ja-
cob	Kurkul,	Mike	VanDuyne,	and	Geoff	Zion	all	agree	that	
eating	together	was	the	best	part	about	swim	team.	Almost	
everyone	on	the	team	says	their	favorite	part	of	swimming	
is	 spending	 time	 together	 and	going	 to	 pasta	 parties.	Al-
though	swimming	is	mainly	an	individual	sport,	the	team	
always	supports	each	other	and	cheers	from	the	sidelines	
when	their	teammates	are	competing.		
	 Most	swim	meets	are	on	Tuesdays	and	Thursdays	
in	the	indoor	pool	at	the	Independence	Civic	Center.	Also,	
unlike	 other	 athletic	 events,	 getting	 into	 a	 swim	meet	 is	
free.	Whether	you	join	the	team	next	year	or	come	to	cheer	
them	on,	don’t	miss	out	and	take	a	dip	with	the	IHS	Swim	
Team	next	winter,	you	won’t	regret	it.	

STaying afloaT 
wiTh The ihS Swim Team

By Connor MacDowell ‘12

1.  302 was the most push ups done in one hour.
2.  The longest lasting headless chicken survived 18 
months.
3.  The longest hiccup case lasted for two years.
4.  The longest kiss was 29 hours.
5.  The American flag contains the same number of red 
and white stripes.
6.  Someone crossed over Niagara Falls on a tight rope 
while pushing a wheel barrow.
7.  An anaconda can swallow a walrus.
8.  Benjamin Franklin was the more versatile man who 
ever lived.
9.  The youngest grandma became one at age 22.

facT or fake?

1.  Fake!! 3023 / 2.  Fact!! / 3.  Fake!! 68 years / 4.  
Fact!! / 5.  Fake!! / 6.  Fact!! / 7.  Fake!! it can swal-
low a pig though. / 8.  Fact!! / 9.  Fake!! there was an 
African girl who was a grandmother at just seventeen 
years old.

Compiled	by	Francie	Ciulla	‘11
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Senior Survey reSulTS

1

1. Ashland University
Anthony Siciliano
Val Fletcher
Chris Bierman
2. Baldwin Wallace
Brittany Kaplan
Megan Clymer
3. Bowling Green
Stephanie Mark
4. Capital University
Sarah Budzowski
5. Case Western Reserve University
Josh Suvak
6. Cleveland State University
Samantha  Stawicki
Jillian Gubbini
Lauren Narduzzi
7. College of Wooster
Mallory Krolikowski
8. Cuyahoga Community College
Evan Towell
Charlie Denallo
Nina Lupica
Ashely Bonazza
Nikki Adams
Allen Schroeder
Reneé Flower
9. John Carroll University
Dev Mendyka
Hallie Scharton
10. Kent State University
Gina Santora
James Bailey
Jacquelyn Kotlarsic
11. Lake Erie College
Zach Zastawny
Nicole Cimino
12. Ohio Northern University
Meredith Martin
Stephanie Schottke
13. Ohio State University
Joe Ciulla (pending; possibly Butler) 
Adam Funke
Cheryl Donahue
14. Ohio University
Nick Martin
Dimitra Cesarato
Stephanie Rizzardi
15. University of Akron
Geoff Zion
Sam Dockery
Max Arthur

2

8

4

93

7

6

11

10

5

12

Illinois - Northwestern University
James Garriga
Pennsylvania - 
University of Pittsburgh
Katrina Sedlock
Jen Krasnicki
District of Columbia - 
George Washington University
Megan Kavaras

14

15

13

ohio

ouT of STaTe

Top 7 STudieS
1. Nursing (6)
2. Business (6)
3. Criminal Justice (3)
4. Accounting (2)
5. Biomedical Engineering (2)
6. Early Child Develoment (2)
7. Mechanical Engineering (2)

Poll Result
Seniors,	wishing	your	time	here	would	last,	or	can’t	
wait	to	be	done?

Wishing it would 
last!

Can’t wait to be 
done!

A little of both!

where are ihS SeniorS going?
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reviewS

 If you’re looking for a fabulous dining experi-
ence, I highly recommend the Cleveland ChopHouse 
& Brewery. I recently had the opportunity to visit this 
fine restaurant for Sunday Brunch. The menu was a 
buffet that had an enormous variety of both breakfast 
and lunch items to choose from. There was everything 
from eggs, croissants, fresh fruit, to ribs, mussels, fish, 
chicken, and fresh vegetables. Other amenities were 
a carving table where you could get freshly sliced 
ham, turkey, and beef; a waffle station, and an array of 
scrumptious desserts that were pleasing to the pallet. 
You get all this for $29.99 per person and can dine to 
your heart’s content from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. The 
ChopHouse is located in downtown Cleveland on St. 
Claire Avenue between West 9th Street and West 3rd 
Street in the heart of the Warehouse District.   

cleveland chophouSe 
& Brewery

a review of Sunday Brunch

By  Holly Evans ‘11

	 Spike	Jonze	is	not	your	average	director.		He	seems	
to	be	an	auteur	of	films,	commercials,	music	videos,	and	tele-
vision.	Jonze	has	been	in	the	limelight	recently	for	working	
with	Kanye	West	on	a	short	film	and	has	been	associated	with	
acts	such	as	Beastie	Boys	and	Weezer.	It	was	surely	a	surprise	
when	he	announced	his	new	project	was	a	children’s	movie.	
The	highly	anticipated	adaptation	of	Maurice	Sendak’s	book	
Where the Wild Things Are has	finally	been	released	and	the	
reactions	are	mixed.		From	what	I	noticed,	people	either	loved	
or	hated	it.	I	personally	enjoyed	it.	
	 Within	the	first	five	minutes,	the	main	character,	Max	
(Max	Records)	is	ridiculed	by	his	sister’s	friends	and	isolated	
from	the	rest	his	 family.	Max	decides	 to	destroy	his	sister’s	
room	in	anger.	This	behavior	is	what	you	would	usually	see	
in	an	eight-year	old	boy.	It	is	an	honorable	portrayal	of	what	
children	go	through	today	including	divorce,	loneliness,	tan-
trums,	and	everything	in	between.	Max	bottles	up	his	feelings	
to	the	point	where	he	runs	away	from	home.	He	leaves	on	a	
sailboat	and	embarks	to	the	unknown.	When	he	meets	the	wild	
things,	 they	 quickly	 come	 to	 the	 decision	 that	 he	 is	 dinner.	
Max	realizes	the	danger	and	tells	them	he	is	their	king.	
	 Throughout	the	movie,	you	discover	the	wild	things	
all	have	different	personalities	and	various	flaws	which	paral-
lel	 issues	 in	Max’s	home	life.	Carol	(voiced	by	James	Gan-
dolfini),	the	unofficial	leader	of	the	gang	of	monsters,	is	sim-
ilar	 to	Max:	 he	 frequently	 lets	 his	 emotions	 get	 the	 best	 of	
him.	Judith	and	Ira	(voiced	by	Catherine	O’Hara	and	Forest	
Whitaker),	a	”wild	thing”	couple,	are	very	passive	like	Max’s	
mother	(Catherine	Keener)	and	her	boyfriend	(Mark	Ruffalo).	
K.W.,	(voiced	by	Lauren	Ambrose)	is	the	drifter	of	the	group	
who	yearns	to	hang	out	with	her	new	friends,	much	like	Max’s	
sister	(Pepita	Emmerichs).	
	 In	 some	ways,	 the	 uncensored	 characters	 and	 dark	
storyline	can	be	frightening	to	children.	This	is	the	source	of	
some	movie	critics’	well-publicized	complaints,	but	honestly	
I	 think	 the	movie	was	not	aimed	at	an	audience	eight	years	
of	age	and	under.	I	applaud	Spike	Jonze	for	not	falling	into	
the	basic	format	of	children	movies,	but	for	instead	making	a	
fantasy	movie	with	a	touch	of	reality.	The	movie	is	an	updated	
version	of	a	classic	we	all	know	and	love.	Instead	of	Max	be-
ing	sent	up	to	his	room	for	chasing	the	dog	with	a	fork,	Max	
is	in	trouble	for	yelling	at	his	mother	and	standing	up	on	the	
kitchen	table.
						 In	blockbuster	movie	standards,	this	film	was	a	flop.	
It	made	about	$73	million	in	comparison	to	its	$100	million	
budget.	The	dark	ambiance	of	 the	filmmay	have	 scared	po-
tential	viewers	away—specifically	parents	and	their	children.	
In	retrospect,	this	movie	was	created	beautifully.	It	displays	a	
boy’s	tiresome	journey	through	a	childhood	full	of	blessings	
and	pitfalls.	I	believe	it	could	have	been	more	light-hearted,	
but	some	positive	aspects	would	have	needed	to	be	sacrificed	
in	that	case.		Spike	Jonze	managed	to	succeed	creating	a	de-
cent	 children’s	movie,	 but	 I	 think	 he	 should	 stick	 with	 his	
other	fortes.	
   Grade: B+

the Little Italy Art Walk and the Tremont Art Walk. An art 
walk has exhibition openings in galleries, free food in dif(ferent  
(continued from front page) buildings, street vendors, and music 
occasionally. The Tremont Art Walk is particularly well known 
for the number of galleries and restaurants that are on Profes-
sor Avenue. While the Little Italy Art Walk has an inconsistent 
schedule, the Tremont Art Walk is the second Friday of every 
month, year-round. Professor Avenue, Cleveland, OH http://
www.tremontartwalk.org/ Mayfield Avenue, Cleveland, OH

4. Ohio & Erie Canal Towpath
The towpath is probably the best bike towpath in the Greater 
Cleveland area due to accessibility, distance of the trail, and ter-
rain. The towpath runs from the Steelyard Commons in Cleveland 
all the way past Akron. Along the way, there are small historical 
towns and shops. One of the stops of the towpath, Peninsula has 
a few restaurants, a bike shop, an art gallery, and a train station. 
If you choose, you can take the train back up to Hillside Road for 
only $2. http://www.ohioanderiecanalway.com/

5. The Cleveland Museum of Art
The ongoing renovation has been beneficial to patrons of the 
Cleveland Museum of Art. Admission to the museum is now 
free, and a large amount of the collections are on view. Last sum-
mer, the museum opened up its east wing, which is comprised 
of a spectacular collective of modern art. Traveling exhibitions 
require payment, but the museum’s collections are more than 
enough enjoyment. 11150 East Blvd,
Cleveland, OH http://www.clemusart.com/

6. Big Dipper
Cleveland has quite a few ice cream parlors, but the Big Dip-
per certainly has a charm to it. The Big Dipper is an actual ice 
cream parlor, decorated with Coca-Cola memorabilia and retro 
furniture. The ice cream is inexpensive, but I recommend their 
shaved ice. Our custodian, Mr. Bill, owns this ice cream shop, 
and I cannot thank him enough for such a quaint, welcoming ice 
cream parlor. 8602 Bancroft Avenue, Cleveland, OH

Continued from page 1... “wild ThingS”: 
noT your average 
kidS’ movie cliché 

By  Julie Gabb
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 Friday night lights. Screaming students huddle together 
in the cold bleachers to support the beloved football players in 
their big play-off game. Noisemakers pop, the cowbell clunks, 
and the crowd goes wild as the Blue Devils score a touchdown 
with seconds to spare before halftime. 
 This was definitely not an uncommon scene at the home 
football games during this winning season. Our brag-worthy dis-
play of school spirit was incredible as the student body stepped it 
up and created a newly crowned “student section” at the football 
stadium.  In fact, hundreds of students, parents, and fans of the 
outstanding football team packed the stands to show their im-
mense I-Pride this fall. 
 This support for football is fantastic, but this showcase 
of pride is minimal, if not present at all at other sporting events. 
Soccer, golf, cross country, and volleyball teams train just as hard 
for their games and meets, yet receive little to no fan support at 
their athletic events. The same goes for the music department 
events and performances. All of these groups put 100% into their 
sport or activity, but where are the designated “student sections” 
at all the other sporting events? It appears that this I-Pride is not 
completely spread around to all of IHS’ games and performances. 
Why do the football games have standing room only, when fans 
can choose any seat they want at other events? 
 All of the Independence High School athletic groups are 
superior examples of success. The volleyball team’s big game 
against Cuyahoga Heights was accompanied by Spike For Mike, 
the wonderful charity event. Many students came out to show 
their spirit for the team, and help out with the cause. But do we 
truly need charity events to draw in an audience? 
 Our cross country team won first place at state finals, 
but it took an entire season for fans to finally show up at a meet.  
 Both the boys and girls soccer teams had play-off games 
ten minutes away in Brecksville, but only played to an audience 
of parents and less than fifteen students. 
 And has anyone ever even attended a golf match? 
 We are all guilty of this eminent laziness when it comes 
to supporting the sports teams. The lack of student presence at 
athletic and musical events is either slothful or truly apathetic. 
When we finally start to attend certain events, it’s easy to realize 
how important it is to support these groups. The players appreci-
ate fan attendance and love to show their classmates their talents. 
All of our fall sports teams had fantastic seasons, however they 
lacked student spectators (with the exception of football). Should 
it really take Josh Suvak’s inspirational statements and rhetori-
cal devices to bring in crowds every time? It definitely worked 
for the girl’s soccer play-off match, all the football games, and 
the cross country finals. Although it is great, the student council 
should not have to constantly encourage us to attend these activi-
ties. 
 As students at such a small high school, we should go 
support our friends and fellow classmates for the simple purpose 
of showing the I-Pride we boast about. In all honesty, our swell-
ing respect for IHS this fall could have been more accurately re-
ferred to as “football pride.” We cannot pretend that this spirit is 
universal to all the sports teams, when it has thus far been mainly 
directed towards one group. This support and spirit needs to be 
spread among all of our teams, clubs, and organizations. Hope-
fully, true I-Pride for all events will begin to shine throughout all 
of the next school year. If not, our underappreciated sports teams 
and performances will continue to display their talents to tragi-
cally empty stands. 

School-wide
i-pride

By Dylan MacDowell ‘10

 We all know that the grade point average and ranking 
systems are integral parts of the educational process; however, 
what many of us fail to realize are the contradictory and hypo-
critical practices and outcomes that accompany these systems. As 
I view it, there are two key problems with ranking students based 
on their GPAs: the first is that such practices give students a false 
sense of the education’s purpose; the second is that it deters good 
students from expanding their knowledge base in order to be con-
sidered “top students.”
 Foremost, ranking students creates a hypocritical sys-
tem that only further confuses students. By students based solely 
on grades, education becomes a competition between peers rath-
er than an opportunity to become informed, productive members 
of society -- which students, from a young age, are taught is the 
true purpose of an education. 
 The ranking system transforms education into a game, 
and those who can play best come out on top. Meanwhile, those 
who realize the contradiction are left at the starting line, punished 
for wishing to receive a quality education, not tainted by incon-
sistencies and mixed messages. Admittedly, not all “average” 
students lack success because they are taking an Emersonian 
stand against the institution of education. In fact, many “aver-
age” students simply lack the desire and the drive to learn, but the 
implications and pressures of a grading scale must be considered 
as a factor in this apathy. Is it not a logical assumption to believe 
that if these pressures and fears were eliminated, many “average” 
students would take more active roles in their educations and ex-
cel? 
 Ranking students also blurs the definition of who is con-
sidered a good student. Ideally, a good student would be consid-
ered any student who exerted extra effort and time to broaden 
their knowledge and enrich their minds; however, by ranking stu-
dents based upon their GPA, good students are defined by how 
well one can play the system and subsequently raise the number 
on their transcript. Students are often forced to endure classes that 
they often find nearly unbearable and that they will not need later 
in their lives, all in order to compete with their peers’ weight-
ed and advanced classes. Students are often discouraged from 
taking enriching, often valuable electives because such courses 
usually have lower weights and can drag a GPA down. Students 
are frequently unable to involve themselves with vital extracur-
ricular activities, fearing that they will loose part of the extensive 
and necessary time devoted to schoolwork, in order to compete 
with other committed peers. So what happens to those students 
who choose to sacrifice their GPA in order to become involved 
and take the courses that they enjoy and that with assist them 
with their goals later in life? Regrettably they often slip through 
the cracks and go unrecognized because they must sacrifice their 
rank to become well-rounded members of society. 
 So how do we address this problem? Well, that’s the 
million dollar question. In an ideal world, we would develop a 
new ranking scale that encouraged participation and self-im-
provement, recognized extracurricular involvement, and did not 
limit students to the same rigorous courses in order to compete 
with one another. Unfortunately, we do not live in an ideal world, 
and the application of such a system seems impossible, but it 
provides an idea and a foundation. A change to the system is in-
arguably necessary, and by working from these ideas, hopefully, 
a new system can be created that fosters learning as opposed to 
restricting it to a mere competition. 

a for efforT, 
f for effecTS

By Nicole Butler ‘11


